
 

 

when she found clues that lead to Michael’s extramarital affair. Responding to the 

rumor about Nicholas Young’s vague girlfriend, Eleanor Young made a plan to fly 

to Shenzhen and hired a private detective to dig information about Rachel Chu’s 

background. After Nicholas Young and Rachel Chu arrived in Singapore, they 

picked up by Colin Khoo and Araminta to take them for dinner at Lau Pa Sat and 

drop at Kingsford Hotel on Orchard Road. Rachel Chu on the next day invited by 

Peik Lin to Villa d’Oro for lunch which then she found that Colin Khoo and 

Araminta were a crazy rich family who would conduct a wedding with the title 

“Wedding of the year”. The Gohs and particularly Rachel Chu are even more 

confused toward Nicholas Young’s real identity.  

Nicholas Young invited Rachel for a dinner party at Tyersall Park, the 

reason behind the dinner party itself was to watching the bloom of tan hua flower. 

At the time, Peik Lin and Rachel Chu directly witnessed of incredibly rich Nicholas 

Young’s family was. During the time Nicholas Young introduced Rachel to his 

family, some were accepted her and the other turned against her for she was not 

from an established family. On the other side, Peik Lin and his family tried to find 

out who was Nicholas Young and his family. While Eleanor Young absence during 

the party at Tyersall Park, she was in Shenzhen to dig Rachel Chu’s background. 

At Araminta’s bachelorette party, Rachel received unpleasant treatment by other 

members of the party. Their negative attitude toward Rachel based on Rachel’s 

status which they assumed did not deserve to be among their circle and even to be 

Nicholas Young’s girlfriend. While in Colin Khoo’s bachelorette party in Macau, 

Nicholas Young and his friends tried to escape the terrible party organized by 

Bernard Tai. Colin Khoo and Nicholas Young was a best friend since they were 



 

 

young, due to Colin Khoo’s family struggled to put them together after knowing 

Nicholas Young was Philip Young’s son. 

Eleanor Young successfully collected the information about Rachel Chu, 

while in Samsara Island Rachel Chu already received a threat. She found a mutilated 

fish in her room. Unpleasant truth also experienced by Astrid Leong, after her car 

crash incident, she asked Michael Teo to speak up. Michael Teo admitted that he 

cheated Astrid Leong. The Gohs’ curiosity about the Youngs was answered by Dr. 

Gu, he was a doctor during the Japanese colonialism and Dr. James Young saved 

his life. The Youngs who chose to be hidden from the society were lived at Tyersall 

Park with great fortune. Rachel Chu had a chance to meet Nicholas Young’s parents 

on Cairnhill Road which a trap for Rachel. Eleanor prepared the dinner not only for 

them but for her circle too. People around Eleanor Young tried to digging 

information from Rachel Chu. When Rachel had a conversation with Ah Ma, Su Yi 

warned Rachel that Nicholas Young must stay in Singapore.  

Before Colin Khoo’s wedding, many things happened including the 

appearance of Alistair’s girlfriend Kitty Pong who made Rachel Chu became much 

better as she was an economics professor while Kitty Pong was one of the social 

climbers from mainland China. Gradually, Rachel Chu got respected by people and 

her existence was recognized. Even, during the Wedding day, Eleanor realized that 

Rachel Chu needs to be tackled. In responding to outsiders who tried to join the rich 

circle, Shang Su Yi warned her daughter to carefully look after their children and 

she even ordered Oliver T’sien to get rid of Kitty Pong. Astrid Leong on the other 

occasion tried to avoid her family so that her problem with Michael Teo did not go 

public. She even investigated Michael Teo’s apartment with the help of her ex-



 

 

boyfriend Charlie Wu to find out that Michael Teo was lying about his infidelity. 

He runaway because Astrid’s family never recognized him as part of the family. In 

Tyersall Park, Rachel Chu burst in anger after heard Nicholas Young’s past sexual 

life. However, Nicholas Young managed to calm her and he asked her to have a 

good time in Cameron Highlands the place where Nicholas Young prepared to 

propose Rachel. Somehow, Eleanor Young rushed to Shang Su Yi after knowing 

Nicholas Young’s plan. They succeed to thwart Nicholas Young’s plan in Cameron 

Highlands. Su Yi warned Rachel that her family background would never deserve 

to be among the Youngs. Since then, Rachel felt brokenhearted and locked herself 

at Peik Lin’s Villa d’Oro for a week without touching any food. She had enough 

with Nicholas Young’s family and was disappointed with her mother for lying to 

her about his father. Their relationship was broken afterward. On the other place, 

Charlie Wu struggled to entertain his ex-girlfriend Astrid Leong in Repulse Bay, he 

tried to save Astrid Leong and Michael Teo’s marriage. While on Eleanor’s circle 

many bad things occurred. Starts from Eleanor Young who lost her son Nicholas 

Young after the event in Cameron Highlands, the Shaws who must return a lot of 

money that they spend for years, and Carol Tai with her troubled only child Bernard 

Tai. Back to Villa d’Oro, Nicholas Young picked up Kerry Chu in the United States 

and flew her to Singapore. Kerry Chu and Rachel Chu had a conversation about 

their past when Kerry Chu struggled to save Rachel Chu from her evil mother-in-

law. Rachel touched about her mother's story and Nicholas Young’s effort to save 

her relationship with her mother.  

 

 



 

 

Appendix 2. Sequence Segmentation of Crazy Rich Asians (2013) 

No. Description 

1. Prologue: Eleanor family’s authorization in Calthorpe Hotel, London, 1995 

1a The arrival of Chinese family Eleanor Young, Felicity Leong, and the 

children who walked from Piccadilly Tube Station through rain-soaked 

street despite the possibility of taking Taxi to Calthorpe hotel. 

1b The denial from The Calthorpe Hotel’s manager, Reginald Ormsby toward 

Eleanor Young and family by saying that there was no such reservation to 

avoid a bad image of the hotel by the existence of these Chinese 

1c The protest from Felicity for The Calthorpe Hotel’s manager to recheck the 

reservation of Lancaster suite then took the reservation book by force and 

found Eleanor’s name on it.  

1d The complaint from Felicity to his husband Harry Leong about the rejection 

from The Calthorpe Hotel’s staff through phone conversation outside the 

hotel after Ormsby drove them out with no mercy. 

1e The deal was made by Harry Leong and Lord Rupert Calthorpe-Cavendish-

Gore to take the ownership of The Calthorpe Hotel. 

1f The confusion of The Calthorpe Hotel’s staff, Reginald Ormsby from the 

existence of Lord Rupert Calthorpe-Cavendish-Gore who welcomed 

Eleanor and family directly. 

1g The announcement from Lord Rupert about the new owner of the Calthorpe 

Hotel. 

1h The dismissal of Reginald Ormsby by Felicity Leong the new owner of The 

Calthorpe Hotel  

2. The spreading news of Nick’s invitation for Rachel to Singapore 

2a The conversation between Nick and Rachel in Tea & Sympathy cafe about 

Nick’s intention of inviting Rachel to spend summer in Singapore and 

attend Colin’s wedding. 



 

 

2b Celine Lim’s attention to Nicholas Young who she had seen him in Palau 

Club while flashback to a conversation between her mother and her sister 

Charlotte that Nick was promising. 

2c The message conversation by Celine Lim Club and Charlotte Lim about 

Nick’s intention to bring his girlfriend Rachel Chu 

2d Rachel’s consideration of Nick’s invitation 

2e The spreading rumor of Nick’s summer plan to bring Rachel to Singapore 

and introduced her to his family 

3. Description of Surprising News from New York for Eleanor Young. 

3a Description of Tai family who was a respected family due to their 

wealthiness and obedience to God through charities and Bible study 

routines as Carol Tai’s and friends did. 

3b Description of Eleanor’s assumption that she was special by her routines of 

using different path when entering Carol’s “Star Trek House”, besides she 

liked when young maids praise over how young she was 

3c The conversation of Eleanor, Carol, and other guests read their bible while 

discussing magazines, heritages, families, and jewels. 

3d Description of Daisy Foo’s curiosity about Eleanor’s “guest” who will 

accompany Nick to Singapore. 

3e Description of clueless Eleanor who shocked for knowing Nick’s girlfriend 

is an American Chinese from Taiwan 



 

 

3f The announcement from Datuk Tai, Carol’s Husband that Sina Land was 

going to bankrupt  

3g Description of the women hurried to reach their phone to call their broker 

while Carol prayed for abolition and Eleanor pray for the gossip was not to 

be true. 

4. The Kerry Chu’s consideration about her daughter Rachel Chu who was invited to 

Singapore by her boyfriend Nick 

4a The phone conversation between Rachel and her mother talking about her 

mother’s achievement for selling a big house in Laurel Glen Drive 

 

4b Explanation from Rachel to Kerry that Nick was inviting her to Singapore 

 

4c The assumption from Kerry that the invitation might be the signal from 

Nick to marriages by introducing Rachel to his family. 

 

4d Kerry’s restlessness to Rachel for not moved together with Nick 

4e Kerry’s desperation due to Rachel did not get married hence she let Nick 

and Rachel lived together 

4f Description of Kerry’s curiosity for Nick and Rachel’s detailed plans in 

Singapore such as sleeping arrangements. 

 

 
4g The suggestion from Kerry for Rachel to bring presents for Nick’s parents. 

5. The Astrid’s suggestion through phone conversation to Nick about his plan inviting 

Rachel to Singapore 

5a Rachel’s curiosity toward Nick’s plan which still vague 

5b Nick’s awareness of Rachel’s concern  

5c Nick’s recalling the phone conversation with her cousin Astrid who was in 

Paris 



 

 

5d Astrid’s advice for Nick to prepare Rachel before meet with Nick’s family 

and the next level of their relationship  

5e Nick’s rebuttal that he only regarded this plan as a summer holiday in 

Singapore with Rachel 

5f Astrid’s further explanation to Nick who had been far away for Singapore 

for a long time and he cannot just bring a girl to his home without 

considering this as a serious relationship. 

5g Astrid’s conviction to Nick that it would not be that easy to marry people 

outside their circle 

6. Description of Astrid Leong in Paris 

6a Astrid’s presents in Le Bal du Muguet party held by L’Herme-Pierres a 

banker family.  

6b The compliment from Nathalie de L’Herme-Pierres to Astrid’s gown which 

designed by Madame Gres. 

6c Baronne’s negative prejudice toward Astrid which she regarded as a kept 

woman due to her expensive wearing 

6d The conversation between Baronne Marie-Helene and Isabelle about 

Astrid’s family origin, wealth, and power 

6e The transition of Baronne Marie-Helene de la Duree into sycophant to 

Astrid 

6f The Astrid’s realization of different treatment when people knows about 

her family, which she assumed as uncomfortable 

6g Description of Astrid who was born in the upper Asian echelon, Harry 

Leong and Felicity Leong’s daughter who choose to be hidden from 

society.   

 

 

 



 

 

7. Description of The Chengs family 

7a Description of Chinese Athletic Association (CAA) an exclusive private 

club which located in Hong Kong on an intersection of Causeway Bay open 

only for the established family 

7b The Chengs’ routine to have lunch every Sunday afternoon in CAA 

restaurant  

7c Description of Dr. Malcolm Cheng who was well-known for his skilled 

hand in the surgeon, the most esteemed heart surgeon in Asia.  

7d Description of Alexandra “Alix” who was a down-to-earth wife, the 

backbone of the Chengs wealthiness.    

7e Dr. Malcolm and Alexandra’s worries about their uncontrolled children 

Edison or Eddie, Cecilia, and Alistair. 

7f Eddie’s denial toward Alexandra’s separated trip plan for the trip to Khoo’s 

wedding by announcing to borrow Leo’s private jet for the entire family. 

7g Fiona and other family member’s rejection toward Eddie’s plan to borrow 

plan with shuttle flight. 

8. Eleanor Young’s discovery the source of unpleasure rumor about Nick 

8a Moses’ report to Eleanor about Cassandra Shang and Victoria Young’s 

conversation that Nick Young would bring a Taiwanese girl to Colin 

Khoo’s wedding. 

8b Description of Cassandra or nicknamed “Radio One Asia” who believed to 

be an accurate information source.  

8c Eleanor’s annoyance toward Nick’s serious relationship with this Rachel 

Chu which might ruin Eleanor’s detailed plans. 

8d Eleanor’s reverie in Penthouse apartment atop Cairn Hill Road 



 

 

8e Eleanor’s anxiety for knowing nothing about Chus family’s establishment, 

the girl’s parents, and her inheritance. 

8f Eleanor’s frustration due to Nick did not answer her long-distance discount 

calling card phone call. 

8g Eleanor’s success in digging information from Astrid about Rachel Chu. 

9. Rachel’s burden due to her curiosity about Nick’s family 

9a Description of Rachel who felt offended when Nick’s parents did not know 

anything about her.  

9b Nick’s argument that it was complicated, his parents were overbearing 

Chinese.  

9c Nick’s confusion to decide whether Nick and Rachel would stay in his 

parent’s house or grandma’s house.  

9d Nick’s effort to lightened Rachel’s worry by explained to her about the 

common thing in his extended family. 

9e Rachel’s relief after heard Nick’s explanation and recalling her Asian 

classmates in senior high school who were had no close relationship with 

their parents. 

9f Kerry Chu’s reprimand for Rachel that it was hard to get a very close 

relationship with parents in China like the relationship they had. 

9g Description of Rachel’s Singaporean close friend, Peik Lin who was one of 

the richest families in Singapore but she never heard anything about 

Youngs. 

10. Description of Astrid Leong and Michael Teo 

10a Astrid’s arrival in Singapore from Paris in the late afternoon  

10b Astrid’s preparation for dinner on the balcony with her husband, Michael 

Teo who working overtime 



 

 

10c Astrid circle’s assumption that she meant to be the queen and living in a 

great house. 

10d Life order of the small group of girls within Singapore’s most elite.  

10e Description of Astrid had her own rules that differ from most Singaporean 

elite girls.  

10f Description of Astrid’s crush in the past Charlie Wu the son of tech 

billionaire Wu Hao Lian obsession toward her. 

10g The spread of negative rumors after Astrid and Charlie broke up. 

10h Astrid’s decision to marry Michael Teo who was not from an established 

family.  

10i Astrid’s accidental discovery of Michael’s phone message “MISS U 

NSIDE ME” from Hong Kong. 

11. Description of Edison Cheng’s Desire 

11a Description of Leo Ming’s triplex penthouse in the Huangpu district, super-

luxe apartment, and other expensive belongings 

11b Description of the perspective from the chattering group in Hong Kong 

who would agree that Edison Cheng lives in an envy life. 

11c Description of Edison and Fiona lived in the duplex penthouse of Triumph 

Towers, one of the most sought-after high buildings in Victoria Peak. 

11d Description of Eddie who was a member of many clubs with ultimate 

membership card.  

11e Description of Eddie’s collection of watches and many timepieces from the 

most esteemed watchmakers and many other luxury goods. 

11f Description of Eddie’s underprivileged feelings compared to his friend, 

Leo.  

11g Description of Eddie’s calculation of his possible inheritance he would get 

from his family after divided with her sister and his younger brother. 

12. Rachel’s recalling the memory of her first sight on Nick while they went to 

Singapore 



 

 

12a Description of Rachel shocked by privileges they got when Nick suddenly 

brought her to the red carpet of the first-class Singapore Airlines in JFK.  

12b Rachel’s throwback memory to Autumn in New York, 2008 in La Lanterna 

di Vittorio. 

12c Description of Rachel’s colleague, Sylvia who introduced Rachel to Nick, a 

professor in the history department 

12d Rachel’s rejection of Sylvia’s offers due to her horrible experiences with 

Asian boy.  

12e Description of Rachel’s teenager experience about picky Asian boys.  

12f Rachel’s unexpected feeling toward Nick that he was a different Asian man 

who able to change her teenager perspective while they walk through the 

square 

13. Description of Astrid and Michael’s problems 

13a Astrid Leong and Michael Teo’s stunning arrival to dinner that held in 

Colonial Club dining room  

13b Description of the guests namely extended Leong family and honored 

guests from Kuala Lumpur Tan Sri Gordon Oon and Puan Sri Marvis Oon. 

13c Conversation between Marvis and Astrid about having a daughter  

13d Description of Harry Leong and Astrid’s eldest brother asked Michael to 

repair their electronics 

13e Astrid’s effort to raise her husband’s social status in front of the Leongs and 

the guests by saying that Michael was a tech genius.  

13f Michael’s hope that he did not trap in such situation with unpronounceable 

expensive food and tight tie 

13g Astrid’s attention to Michael’s desperation and uncomfortable feelings, as 

if he wished to be in other places.  

13h Description of Astrid ever found a receipt for dinner from Hong Kong 

fanciest restaurant in Michael’s wallet.  

14. Eleanor’s attempt to head off Rachel  



 

 

 

14a Eleanor’s complaints to Philip through a phone conversation that Rachel 

was American-Born Chinese (ABC) from Mainland China, which Eleanor 

assumed as working-class or peasants.  

14b Daisy Foo’s thought about the possibility of Nick would propose Rachel in 

Singapore.  

14c Description of Carol Tai’s Bible study that was held on Thursday with 

Eleanor’s preparation plan when she heard the news from Nick that he 

would stay at Kingsford Hotel. 

14d Nadine Shaw’s provocation to Eleanor that it was inappropriate to stay in a 

room without marriage status which would bring shame. 

14e The negative prejudice toward mainland Chinese girls who assumed as 

gold-digger by Daisy Foo, Nadine, Eleanor, and other members of Bible 

study.  

14f Eleanor’s acceptance of Lorena’s suggestion to visit Shenzhen in order to 

get more information about Rachel from a private detective 

14g Description of Eleanor’s invitation for Carol to join which actually roped 

her so she can use Carol’s plane.  

14h Carol’s consideration due to her husband would acquire Ali Baibai internet 

company and her son Bernard would use the plane for Colin Khoo’s 

bachelor party on Saturday. 

15. Description of Rachel and Nick’s arrival in Singapore 

15a Rachel’s first-time experience in Southeast Asia or her ancestors called the 

Nanyang.  

15b Description of Colin Khoo and Araminta who had waited for Nick and 

Rachel in the arrival hall of Terminal Three to pick them up. 

15c Rachel’s admiration for Colin and Araminta, Colin who looks like 

Polynesian surfer and Araminta with her pretty face and long black hair.  

15d Description of Colin, Araminta, Nick, and Rachel drove with SUV to Lau 

Pa Sat for satay before went to Hotel. 



 

 

15e Description of Araminta and Colin’s invitation for Nick and Rachel to 

attend their bachelor party on the weekend even though that was their first 

meeting with Rachel. 

15f Nick’s enamored feeling for being in his home Singapore with her lover 

Rachel  

16. Astrid’s suspicion toward the possibility of Michael having an extramarital affair 

 16a Astrid’s visitation to her friend Stephen whenever she needs entertainment.  

16b Description of Stephen Chia Jewels which was highly appreciated among 

collectors on the island.  

16c Description of Stephen who found something wrong with Astrid.  

16d Astrid’s struggled to hide her anger, she could not imagine how stupid 

Michael to buy a bracelet for someone else in Astrid’s close friend. 

16e Astrid’s purchase of very rare and expensive jewels within twenty minutes 

16f Astrid’s effort to accept the fact that Michael had an extramarital affair. 

17. The Gohs’ invitation to Rachel for having lunch in Villa d’Oro 

17a Rachel’s admiration and curiosity of how much Nick spent on Kingsroad 

hotel which is located in the heart of Orchard Road district Singapore. 

17b Description of Rachel’s friend Peik Lin who picked her at the mid of the 

day from Kingsford Hotel and said goodbye to Nick. 

17c Description of Peik Lin who was Rachel’s close friend since they were in 

Stanford that had a lot of money and loves to spend a tremendous amount 

of money 

17d Peik Lin’s information about the demand for real estate from HNWI (High 

Net Worth Individuals) from Mainland China in Singapore and her new 

apartment 

17e Description of VILLA D’ORO or Peik Lin’s house which is mostly made 

of gold. 

17f Description of Rachel that was introduced to The Gohs family. 

17g Description of Gohs who surprised for knowing Rachel would going to 

Colin Khoo’s wedding or the wedding of the year.  

17h The Gohs’ curiosity of Rachel’s boyfriend Nicholas Young or Nick while 

Rachel did not have any idea about the wedding and Nick’s real identity 



 

 

18. Description of Nicholas and Colin’s reunion 

18a Nick and Colin’s meeting at the Anglo Chinese School (ACS) coffee shop 

on Barker Road.  

18b Description of Colin who refused to discuss his marriage or topics related 

to “merger” family business 

18c Colin and Nick’s friendship since they were young, Nick understood Colin 

struggled with an anxiety disorder and crippling depression hence he 

decided not to talk about marriage 

18d Description of Colin who felt under pressure that he had no rights to choose 

the path he wanted including his marriages 

18e Colin’s warning for Nick that everyone was talking about Nick’s marriage 

and bets for the wedding date, even worse someone would sabotage Nick’s 

relationship with Rachel 

18f Description of Nick that insisted he had nothing compared to Colin, but 

Colin convinced Nick that he had almost everything as the only descent 

with “Young”.  

19. Description of Rachel and Peik Lin’s trip to Tyersall Park 

19a Description of aunty Neenah’s small tour at Villa d’Oro with Rachel before 

Peik Lin and Rachel headed to Hotel and had afternoon tea 

19b Description of Rachel’s amazement to Colin who seems so modest after 

knowing behind his simplicity his family owns Kingsroad Hotel.  

19c Conversation between Rachel and Peik Lin that the richer people in 

Singapore become, the more they hide their wealth 

19d Nick’s invitation for Rachel to attend his grandma’s Friday night dinner 

with extended family  

19e Description of the place that could not be found on the GPS, which said to 

be colonial British officials’ residence with most government-owned and 

embassies.  

19f The arrival of Peik Lin and Rachel to Ah ma’s fantastic house Tyersall Park 

which guarded by Gurkhas 

20 The problems with Michael Teo that burdened Astrid. 



 

 

20a The phone conversation of Astrid and Michael about Michael’s reasons to 

avoid Ah Ma’s dinner party. 

20b Astrid’s contemplation about Michael’s infidelity that becomes clear while 

she tried to accept the truth about her husband 

20c Astrid’s apartment which considered by her rich circle as very simple if 

compared to her family’s belonging. 

20d The expensive properties possession by Astrid from her parents and ex-

fiancée Charlie Wu. 

20e The preparation of Astrid and her son Cassian to attend Ah Ma’s dinner 

party by wearing their best collection. 

21. Rachel’s official introduction to Nicholas Young’s family in Ah Ma’s dinner party 

at Tyersall Park. 

21a Nick’s warm welcome to Rachel and Peik Lin when they arrived in 

Tyersall Park. 

21b The small conversation between Nick and Peik Lin about grandma’s 

extraordinary house Tyersall Park while she hoping to be invited to the 

party 

21c Rachel’s misunderstanding when she wanted to drink a bowl of rose water  

21d The introduction of Rachel Chu to Nick’s extended family such as Felicity, 

Mrs. Singh, Dickie and Nancy 

21e Rachel’s mistaken for assuming Nick’s great-aunt Rosemary as Ah Ma 

21f The first impression of Rachel meeting with Ah Ma who replied in 

reluctant English then continued her another conversation 

21g The conversation between Rachel and Astrid who came with her son 

Cassian about Rachel’s impression of Singapore. 

21h The admiration of Rachel toward paintings and the variety of dishes being 

presented 

2 2 The first meeting of Rachel and Oliver T’sien, Nick’s cousin. 

22a The conversation between Oliver T’sien and Rachel about Rachel’s issue 

and warnings  

22b Description of three branches of Nick’s family T’sien, Young, and Shang 

which explained by Oliver T’sien to fulfill Rachel’s curiosity. 



 

 

22c The statement from Oliver who ever met Michael in Wyndham street Hong 

Kong with a boy which made Astrid tortured from the possibility of 

Michael’s infidelity which becomes clearer 

22d The conversation between Oliver T’sien, Nick, and Rachel about Chinese 

antique goods which sold off to American and Europeans a long time ago, 

while Astrid kept thinking about Michael 

23 The news about Nick’s wealth from Peik Lin to her family 

23a The conversation between Peik Lin and his father Wye Mun after she 

arrived in rushed from Tyersall Park 

23b Description of the majestic Tyersall Park explained by Peik Lin to his 

father with full of excitement 

23c The curiosity of Wye Mun and his wife about Tyersall Park which could 

not be found on Google Map 

23d Description of Peik Lin and their parents went to Tyersall Park. 

24 Tan Huas flower blooms at the dinner party in Tyersall Park. 

24a Conversation between Nick and Rachel about their feelings in the courtyard 

after they sneaked through shortcut where the Tan Huas flower began to 

bloom 

24b Rachel’s admiration toward Tan Huas flower which was contained in terra-

cotta urns 

24c Conversation between Rachel and Oliver about Tan Huas flower and how 

ageless Jacqueline was. 

24d Oliver’s warning for Rachel to keep watch over Eleanor and her group of 

supporters 

24e Jacqueline’s request for Nick to take care of her daughter Amanda which 

implicitly asked Nick to date her daughter. 

24f Conversation between Nick, Astrid, and Rachel about majestic chiffon cake 

made by Ah Ching 



 

 

24g Nick’s attractiveness is expressed by Astrid, great-aunty Rosemary, and 

Rachel. 

24h Su Yi’s invitation for Rachel to stay at Tyersall Park after Nick mentioned 

about Rachel 

24i Disputes between Oliver and Jacqueline in the darkened billiard room about 

Nick’s feeling to Rachel, Jacqueline very sure her daughter could win 

Nick’s heart. 

25 The story of a romantic relationship between Astrid and Michael  

25a Astrid’s unusual decision to get home after a dinner party in Ah Ma’s house 

due to her wondering whether Michael was back from ‘work’ 

25b Astrid’s flashback to Singapore, 2004 when she met Michael for the first 

time in Churchill club for a charity fashion show held by her cousin 

25c Andy Ong’s introduction of his military friends including Michael Teo to 

Astrid at Andy’s birthday party. 

25d Michael friends’ consideration for Michael to take Astrid for a date, even 

though Andy warned Michael that she was at a higher level  

25e Astrid and Michael’s first date at a restaurant in Dempsey Hill which was 

awkward due to Astrid did not have a job and Michael’s job mostly 

classified 

25f Astrid’s sexual attraction to Michael, they planned to meet at Michael’s 

room in Ladyhill Hotel. 

25g Back in 2010, Astrid’s lack of concentration led her to a car crash on 

Dalvey Road, Singapore. 

26 Nick and Rachel’s conversation about Colin and Araminta’s bachelorette party 

26a Rachel’s anxiety feeling of what happened at Tyersall Park about Nick’s 

other life 

26b Rachel’s admiration of how Nick could live in a different situation such as 

simplicity and luxury 

26c Nick’s unexpected news for Rachel about Ah Ma’s invitation to stay at 

Tyersall Park.  



 

 

26d Conversation between Nick and Rachel about Colin’s wedding. 

26e Nick and Rachel’s plan to attend Colin and Araminta’s bachelorette party  

27 Eleanor’s meeting with Jacqueline at a secret boutique in Shenzhen 

27a Lorena’s reprimand to Eleanor who preferred toast bread than a bowl of 

steaming fish porridge which she assumed as westernized  

27b Carol’s invitation to a secret boutique, well-known as the ‘very best fakes’. 

27c Eleanor’s disagreement due to they could afford the original one 

27d Eleanor’s meeting with her mortal enemy Jacqueline Ling, at a secret 

boutique. 

27e Conversation between Eleanor and Jacqueline about their in-line opinion 

toward Rachel that Nick deserves better 

27f Eleanor’s thought that Amanda would be better for Nick. 

28 Rachel’s departure to Araminta’s bachelorette party 

28a Rachel’s insecurity about her outfit, group of girls, and no sight of 

Araminta 

28b Araminta’s arrival to the room and introduced Rachel to her friends that she 

came with Nicholas Young from New York 

28c Araminta’s announcement that the bachelorette party would be held on her 

mother’s island east of Indonesia 

28d Rachel’s unawareness toward small whisperers about her background and 

wearing 

28e Conversation between Rachel Chu and Parker Yeo who mistaken Rachel 

Chu from Taipei plastic and left her from the seat  

28f Parker Yeo’s announcement to the group of girls about Rachel that she was 

not from The Chus who own Taipei plastic 

29 The arrival of Rachel and other members of Araminta’s bachelorette party in 

Samsara Island. 

29a Araminta’s announcement about their arrival in Samsara island. 

29b The girl’s excitement toward Araminta’s free shopping which opens only 

for 20 minutes 



 

 

29c Francesca’s vanity about the decent designer for her which she could not 

found in free shopping boutique presented by Araminta 

29d Rachel’s refusal to take advantage of Araminta’s generosity 

29e Conversation between Rachel and Araminta about Astrid Leong and her 

wearing when dinner party at Tyersall Park 

29f Rachel’s reverie about her past desire to visit such a place for a 

honeymoon, then she missed Nick 

30 The inconvenience caused by Bernard Tai in Colin’s bachelorette party in Macau 

30a The arrival of Nick, Colin, and other members of Colin’s bachelorette party 

at the airport in Macau which greeted by Bernard Tai, the son of Carol Tai. 

30b Description of Bernard Tai’s bon vivant characteristics  

30c The complaint addressed to Bernard Tai’s plane  

30d Mehmet’s admiration to the view of small mountains, gigantic billboard 

casinos, and gaming resorts. 

30e Bernard Tai’s invitation to a secret place on rua de Alfandega, dogfighting 

arena 

30f Nick and some people’s rejection of the cruelty displayed in the arena  

30g Colin’s decision to lead those people who disagreed with dogfighting 

gamble to go to the hotel and avoided quarrel 

31 Alistair’s present to Macau from Hongkong 

31a Bernard Tai’s anger to Hotel Manager in Macau about his delayed 

reservation 

31b Colin’s effort to calm Bernard by asked him to go to Casino before he made 

the situation became worst 

31c Nick’s warm welcome for his cousin Alistair 

31d Conversation between Nick and Alistair about Alistair’s girl Kitty Pong and 

Nick’s girl Rachel Chu 

31e The rejection from Colin, Nick, and some friends toward Bernard’s 

invitation to play poker in VIP salons 

31f Bernard’s ridicule toward Nick, Colin, Alistair, Mehmet, and Lionel who 

refused to join him. 



 

 

32 Throwback to the story of Nick’s friendship with Colin. Singapore, 1986. 

32a The dark boy’s help against Bernard’s intimidation to Nicholas Young 

32b Conversation between Nick and the dark boy who moved to Nick’s school, 

Colin Khoo, about Nick’s wound, the reason why Bernard intimidated him, 

and Colin’s life in LA. 

32c The arrival of a mysterious old woman to pick up Colin 

32d The old woman’s invitation for Nick to go along 

32e Unexpected respond from Colin’s grandma who excited after knowing 

Nick’s family 

32f Grandma’s insistence to pick up Nick and take them to his family 

32g Colin’s astonishment toward her grandma’s hospitality to Nick 

33 Eddie’s craziness about the image of the family  

33a Eddie’s disappointment for knowing his tuxedo from Italy did not fit in his 

body 

33b Eddie’s anger while denying the fact that he was getting fatter for the past 

three months 

33c Eddie’s anger due to his daughter Augustine did not wear Gucci loafers 

33d Eddie’s temperament when his wife wore Jil Sander dress which he 

assumed as “spinster widow” 

33e Fiona’s frustration to Eddie’s contradictory remark 

33f Compliments from celebrity photographer Russel Wing to Fiona about her 

dress  

33g Eddie’s worries that his extended family would look like peasants in Colin 

and Araminta’s wedding 

33h Eddie’s jealousy for his brother Alistair who get an invitation to Colin’s 

bachelorette party 

34 A big threat that aimed at Rachel to stay away from Nick 

34a Cluster girls’ unpleasure dinner conversation ruined the beautiful sunset 

dinner  

34b Francesca’s provocation for Isabel to break up with Simon due to Simon 

did not wealthy enough to fulfill her needs 



 

 

34c Another unpleasure conversation from cluster group on Rachel’s right side 

about Alistair and Kitty the fakes 

34d Rachel’s conversation with Parker and some girls about her meeting with 

Nick which ended with regret for calling Nick “total catch” 

34e Rachel’s first meeting with Sophia, Astrid’s cousin in Beach bar due to 

Astrid asked her to look after Rachel.  

34f Pleasant conversation between Rachel and Sophia about their life 

background 

34g Rachel and Sophie’s decision to get rest on their villa after a long tiring day 

34h Rachel’s shocking finding of mutilated fish with some mockery words with 

fish blood 

35 Eleanor’s meeting with her private detective in Hong Kong 

35a Conversation between Eleanor, Lorena, and the informant Mr. Wong 

bargaining the price of the information in Ritz-Carlton, Shenzhen. 

35b Eleanor’s bargain tactic to lower the price offered by the informant 

35c Eleanor’s worries with the information exchange happened at that hotel 

which ‘too open’ 

35d Surprising information from the informant that shocked Lorena and Eleanor  

35e Eleanor’s offers about 30.000 yuan if the informant could bring her to 

somewhere that leads to prove  

36 Rachel’s trauma after she found the mutilated fish in her villa 

 36a Sophie’s fast response to calm Rachel who shocked after being threatened  

36b Rachel’s consideration of Sophie’s advice not to draw more attention by 

calling the security 

36c Sophie’s explanation to Rachel about the main reason most of the girls 

wanted from Nick was Nick’s inheritance  

36d Rachel’s recognition to Sophie that Rachel and Nick were actually never 

talked about marriages as what people assumed about them 

36e Sophie’s explanation that in her place, women meant to be married and 

have children to be recognized as a ‘woman’ 



 

 

36f Sophie and Rachel’s conversation about their similarity for raised by a 

single parent which made them different from other girls 

37 Michael’s recognition to Astrid about his infidelity 

37a Felicity Leong and Harry Leong worries about Astrid and their grandson 

Cassian who was hospitalized in a general hospital 

37b Astrid’s amazement of Cassandra ‘Radio One Asia’ who knew about her 

accident 

37c Harry Leong’s blame on Michael which he assumed Michael was failed to 

protect Astrid and Cassian, He even underestimated Michael’s answer 

37d Astrid’s decision to go home, empty the house, and had deep talk with 

Michael about his infidelity with other woman based on Astrid’s evidence 

37e Michael’s explanation about his reason while he gazed at Fort Canning 

Park, River Valley Road, and Singapore River from the balcony. 

37f Michael’s feeling of unhappiness about their marriage, he assumed that they 

just pretended to be happy 

37g Astrid’s powerlessness when Michael packed his stuff and decided to leave 

38 Nick’s plan to help Colin escape from horrible bachelorette party on Tai’s yacht 

 38a Nick’s decision to avoid the party and stayed at the sumptuous library which 

located in the lower deck of the Tai’s family yacht 

38b Conversation between Nick and Mehmet about a horrible party with naked 

girls, drugs, and drinking binge  

38c Colin’s unpleasant feelings about his unexpected bachelorette party 

organized by Bernard Tai from Tai’s family the largest minority investor in 

Khoo company 

38d Colin’s desire to escape from the yacht and have a comfortable place for a 

good coffee with Nick, Mehmet, Lionel, and Alistair 

38e Nick’s whisper to Mehmet about his idea to escape without making anyone 

feel offended, especially Tai’s family 

39 The escape of Colin, Nick, Mehmet, Lionel, and Alistair to Australia 

 39a A dispute between Nick and the captain of the yacht about Nick’s intention 

to evacuate Colin for emergency 



 

 

39b Bernard’s confusion toward the helicopter’s arrival to his yacht and picked 

up Colin who lied helpless on a stretcher.  

39c Bernard’s worry if he had to responsible for what happened to Colin 

39d Nick’s effort to assure Bernard that he would be fine as long as he let Colin 

leave 

39e Bernard’s agreement for Nick’s deal that no one would know about Colin’s 

problem 

39f The arrival of Colin, Nick, Mehmet, Lionel, and Alistair in Ayers Rock, 

Australia and enjoyed some flat white 

40 The meeting of Wye Mun and Peik Lin with Dr. Gu to find out the origin of the 

Youngs 

 40a Wye Mun’s observation toward a piece of paper from his daughter Peik Lin 

consists of the names she got from Rachel that leads to information about the 

Youngs  

40b Wye Mun’s realization that there was a family who chose to be hidden from 

society and richer than him 

40c Wye Mun’s decision to meet Dr. Gu, an 80 years old doctor who lived alone 

on small house in Dunearn Road which surrounded by Gohs development 

project to investigate more about Youngs 

40d A warm welcome from Dr. Gu to Wye Mun and Peik Lin  

40e Tea ritual exhibited by Dr. Gu while Wye Mun explained the old Chinese 

proverbs  

40f Dr. Gu’s explanation about his principle that the ‘wealth’ would downfall 

for Asia 

40g The unexpected name told by Wye Mun ‘James Young’ that surprised Dr. 

Gu 

41 The story about James Young told by Dr. Gu to Wye Mun and Peik Lin 

 41a Wye Mun’s reason for his curiosity about the information of James Young 

41b The story of James Young the first Western-educated neurologist in 

Singapore who was a humble military doctor in World War II during 

Japanese colonialization 



 

 

41c Conversation between Wye Mun, Dr. Gu, and Peik Lin about James 

Young’s mysterious house in Tyersall Park 

41d The story about James Young who came from a family that been rich from 

generations and married with Shang Su Yi the daughter of Shang Loong Ma 

the controller of shipping and commodities 

41e Dr. Gu’s emphasize that the Youngs are the center of power when Wye 

Mun questioning about Youngs’ authority 

41f Dr. Gu’s regret about the information he shared to Wye Mun mostly James 

Young’s money rather than his greatness 

42 Kerry Chu’s worry toward her daughter Rachel who was in Singapore 

 42a Telephone conversation between Rachel and Kerry Chu about Kerry’s 

worry because Rachel did not pick up her phone call for days 

42b Rachel’s expectation that her mother would ask whether Nick was rich or 

not after she told Kerry she had a luxurious bachelorette party 

42c Kerry’s assumption that she had predicted Nick was from a rich family due 

to his good behavior  

42d Rachel warned by her mother to be careful because of these families in 

Singapore, besides Kerry wanted to behave as a proper brought-up Chinese 

girl 

42e Insistent questions from Kerry Chu to Rachel about the reason why Rachel 

did not meet or sleep in Nick’s   

43 Rachel’s first meeting with the Youngs on a dinner in Cairnhill Road 

 43a The arrival of Rachel and Nick to the Residence at One Cairnhill which was 

originally the home of prominent banker Kar Chin Kee during the late-

Victorian period 

43b Nick’s effort to calm Rachel who looks very tense before meet with Nick’s 

parents when suddenly Eleanor appear surprisingly  

43c Rachel’s effort to make a good impression while bringing a basket of 

oranges to Eleanor however, Eleanor pretended she did not know her and 

accepted her with bad thought 

43d The unexpected decision from Eleanor for inviting other people to dinner 

who were her supporters 



 

 

43e Conversation between Nick’s father Philip Young and Rachel on their first 

meeting 

43f The arrival of Astrid Leong to the dinner 

44 Plan of Eleanor’s supporter to dig up information from Rachel Chu and asses her 

goals. 

 44a The meetings between Rachel, Eleanor’s friends, and Francesca Shaw who 

admit her act for the mutilated fish implicitly  

44b Announcement from Eleanor for the guest to enter her “small kitchen” 

44c Rachel’s response toward satire about mutilated fish which contains threats 

by Francesca Shaw  

44d Rachel’s realization that she was being interrogated by Eleanor’s friend 

who pretended to know nothing about her 

44e Astrid’s returning to home for Michael while Nick and Rachel took chance 

to leave the dinner 

44f Francesca’s slander toward Rachel and provoked Eleanor to drive out 

Rachel 

44g Eleanor’s optimistic that they did not need to use the information from 

Shenzhen 

45 Shang Su Yi’s gentle warning for Rachel about Nick’s future 

 45a Story of Nick’s and Colin’s childhood in Tyersall Park told by Nick to 

Rachel during their trip to Tyersall Park 

45b Rachel’s unusual sighting when Ah Ma endanger herself by wrapped the 

star fruit using plastic bags while her servants stood still 

45c Rachel’s admiration toward Ah Ma’s greenhouse with hundreds of orchid 

plants while the servants came and brought some cakes and tea carts. 

45d The story told by Ah Ma about the tea custom and the mindset that is 

applied from generation to generation China would become a powerful 

nation 

45e Ah Ma’s conservative idea that Nick must stay in Singapore no matter what 

45f Conversation between Rachel and Ah Ma about Rachel’s background 

family 



 

 

45g Rachel’s confusion toward Ah Ma’s mysterious utterance about someone’s 

face 

46 Annabel Lee’s social status that they assumed to be among Singaporean upper class 

 46a Preparation of Annabel Lee and his husband Peter to attend wedding party 

at Harry Leong’s house on 11 Nassim Road 

46b Background of the Lee’s who moved from Beijing to Singapore fulfilled the 

desire for Araminta to feel westernized education in Singapore and 

maximized their profit 

46c Annabel’s realization that overseas Chinese in Singapore was very arrogant 

and richer than mainland Chinese, some of them were hidden from the 

society 

46d Annabel’s admiration toward Harry Leong’s house in 11 Nassim Road 

46e Annabel’s satisfaction for being among upper-class aristocrat  

46f Annabel’s assumption that she made the right decision for enrolled her 

daughter Araminta in upper class’ school and community such as Methodist 

Girl’s school and Youth Fellowship  

47 Problems occurred in 11 Nassim Road Party held by Harry Leong 

 47a Outside the house, Astrid tricked Michael to come together if he wanted to 

see his son Cassian 

47b Michael’s declaration that he did not want to join the party or being among 

Astrid’s circle 

47c Michael’s unusual attitude for rejecting Cathleen’s request to fix the 

microwave before he left the room 

47d Eddie Cheng’s perfectionist attitude about his image without concerning his 

family’s feeling 

47e Rachel’s introduction to Victoria Young and Cassandra while Eleanor 

quietly observed how Rachel accepted by the family 

47f Alistair’s and Kitty’s arrival while declared that he was engaged with Kitty 

Pong who dressed indecently which makes Rachel become more accepted 

by the family 

48 Conversation between Rachel and Peik Lin about Rachel’s experiences and her 

plan for Colin’s wedding 



 

 

 48a Peik Lin’s tickled feeling when Rachel told a story about how embarrassing 

Kitty Pong was.   

48b Rachel’s rejection toward service from her personal maid during her stay in 

Tyersall Park 

48c Rachel’s another story about the routines, luxurious goods, and service in 

Tyersall Park which inspired Peik Lin to do the same thing in Villa d’Oro 

48d Rachel’s unacceptable decision according to Peik Lin for her plan to wear 

one simple gown for the whole event of Colin’s wedding 

48e Demand from Peik Lin for Rachel to have at least three gowns for the one-

day party while Rachel kept rejecting due to she could not compete with 

other 

49 Peik Lin’s plan to prepare Rachel by bought her some expensive dress in Patric 

Studio 

 49a Patric’s observation toward Rachel’s body shape before determining the 

most suitable dress for her in his Studio Patric in Ann Siang Hill 

49b Rachel’s worries about the price during her dress selection while Peik Lin 

insisted Rachel that she do not need to worry about the price 

49c Patric’s apology for Rachel due to Dries Van Noten which Rachel chose 

was booked by Mandy Ling 

49d A piece of news from Singapore Tattle about Colin Khoo’s wedding of the 

year that would attend by famous figures and held in Methodist Church on 

Saturday with some private reception which estimated cost about forty 

million. 

49e Peik Lin’s transaction to take all of the dresses with her American Express 

credit card while Rachel kept rejecting her generosity 

49f Conversation in other parts of the studio between Jacqueline Ling and 

Amanda Ling about Jacqueline demand for her daughter to get rid of Rachel 

and marry Nick for inheritance.  

50 Colin’s and Araminta’s wedding on First Methodist Church, Singapore 

 50a Alexandra Cheng’s complain of another security check due to the Chinese 

prime minister and Chinese communist party were also invited to Colin’s 

and Araminta’s wedding 



 

 

50b Eddie Cheng’s pride toward his family’s outfit from a well-known designer 

in front of media interview  

50c Victoria Young’s rejection to tell her name for sitting arrangement to the 

ushers and decided to sit as she used to. 

50d Different respond toward the Church decoration, Rachel full of admiration 

while Nick’s aunties were aghast  

50e Complicated sitting arrangement for upper-class families  

50f Oliver T’sien’s compliment for Rachel’s dress while decided to sit with 

Rachel and commented on the arriving VIP guests such as Malaysian 

sultanas and princesses, Faye Wong the amazing singer and actress, head of 

China Investment Corporation, and Beijing top brass Mrs. Lee Yong Chien.  

50g Conversation between Daisy Foo and Lorena Lim about the differences 

between Kitty Pong and Rachel Chu which become a boomerang for 

Eleanor 

51 Restlessness appeared on the wedding in First Methodist Church   

 51a The stunning arrival of Shang Su Yi who had never attended any kind of 

ceremony for decades and her granddaughter Astrid in First Methodist 

Church 

51b Conversation between Su Yi and her daughters who rushed to talk to her 

while asking why Su Yi came accidentally then she answered her visitation 

was aimed to see Nick as the best man after Astrid convinced her 

51c Oliver’s admiration for Vienna Boys’ Choir in Colin’s wedding while the 

ceremony began 

51d Audiences’ admiration of Charlie Siem’s violin performance while 

bridesmaids enter the church  

51e Bride’s appearance with the unexpected dress designed by Valentino that 

broke the magazine editors, gossips, fashion vloggers expectation 

51f The different interest between Annabel Lee about her family’s social 

triumph, Astrid about her plan to vague his husband’s absence, Colin’s 

admiration for Araminta, and Nick’s hope with Rachel. 

51g Elanor’s realization that she must prevent Nick’s relationship with Rachel 

after she caught Nick mouthed the romantic word to Rachel  



 

 

51h Araminta’s pique for Astrid who did not wear a new dress for her wedding 

52 Alistair’s girlfriend Kitty Pong who had the ambition to be among the rich circle 

 52a Admiration from Victoria Young and Puan Sri Mavis Oon toward the 

reception after they passed the gates at Canning Rise 

52b Cassandra’s recognition that the Lee was still mainland Chinese based on 

the useless wedding expenses even though they lived in Singapore for 

decades 

52c Nick’s permission to take Rachel to somewhere 

52d Kitty Pong’s dissatisfaction after a series of disappointment from Alistair 

family that she regarded as not as rich as people said, from Alistair’s simple 

family to Alistair’s aunt Felicity who lived in a wooden house with old 

goods 

52e Kitty’s desire to meet with Ah Ma’s old friend Sultana Borneo and Mrs. 

Lee Yong Chien from Beijing which embarrassed Alix.  

52f Su Yi’s curiosity to meet Kitty Pong who tried to get her attention while the 

guards forbid her to enter 

52g Su Yi’s condor to Mrs. Lee that her grandson was dating an actress 

52h Mrs. Lee’s unpleased feeling when Su Yi let Kitty Pong who was an actress 

to joining them  

52i Sultana’s giving to Kitty Pong the artist who she adored a humongous 

diamond ring as Kitty requested 

53 Rachel’s unexpected meeting with Mandy Ling in the British fort 

 53a Nick’s and Rachel’s presence in the sacred area which was part of the 

Majapahit empire‘s ancient and gatehouse of the nineteenth-century British 

fort  

53b Nick’s explanation to Rachel about the scary sacred cave where he used to 

bring his girlfriends 

53c The interruption from Mandy and her boyfriend who suddenly showed up 

when Nick and Rachel had their romantic moment 

53d Introduction of Amanda Ling ‘Mandy’ from Nick to Rachel while 

continued by Mandy introduced Nick to her boyfriend Zvi Goldberg and 

told him that Nick was her first kiss.  



 

 

53e Mandy’s finding of the names Nico and Mandy carved on the walls with an 

infinity symbol 

54 Su Yi’s curiosity about Kitty Pong who was engaged with her grandson Alistair 

 54a Su Yi’s division of her jewelry to avoid any fighting by labeling every piece 

in cases with her children’s name  

54b Su Yi’s giving to Fiona a sapphire necklace and asked her to bequeath it to 

Fiona’s daughter Kalliste 

54c The warning from Su Yi to Alexandra who did not know Kitty Pong’s 

family background as Alistair engaged her 

54d The assumption from Victoria and Fiona that northern Chinese people were 

not well-educated while Su Yi responded Kitty Pong was an actress with 

vague family background 

54e Conversation between Alexandra, Victoria, and Su Yi about the way to get 

rid of Kitty Pong from Alistair 

54f Su Yi’s order to her lady’s maids to call Oliver T’sien 

55 The anger of Eddie Cheng due to drink spoiled on his tuxedo 

 55a Rachel worries by the existence of Amanda Ling even though Nick 

convinced Rachel that Mandy was his old story   

55b The fear of Augustine Cheng who hurried and ran through the corridor to 

avoid his father to ‘kill him’ 

55c The quarrel between Eddie and Ling Cheh the head of the laundry maid 

about Eddie’s tuxedo that needs hours to wash 

55d Eddie’s blind anger with swearing words to his wife and his child demand 

for punishment 

55e Fiona’s disgust to his husband by left her children with Nick and Rachel 

while lending Rachel the sapphire necklace she got from Su Yi 

56 Araminta’s and Colin’s luxurious party 

 56a Mrs. Lee Yong Chien’s nagging to Puan Sri Marvis Oon not to trust young 

people plan their wedding or it ended with wasteful, this assumption 

appeared due to lack of experience in high class and luxurious wedding. 



 

 

56b Conversation between Rachel, Nick, and Oliver about glamorous guests, 

one of them was Patsy Wang a Hong Kong socialite well-known for her 

avant-garde style 

56c Astrid’s decision to avoid negative issues about his husband’s absence by 

joining a ferry with international guests when she met with Charlie Wu, her 

ex-lover. 

56d The awkward moment between Astrid and Charlie Wu which saved by their 

arrival to an island where the party held 

56e Araminta’s disappointment toward Astrid who only wore cheongsam to her 

party instead of fabulous couture creations  

56f The incitement from Oliver T’sien to Kitty Pong that Alistair and his family 

would not afford the same marriage reception as done by Colin and 

Araminta  

57 The plans to get rid of the outsider from Eleanor and Oliver 

 57a Conversation between Carol, Lorena, and Daisy about Samsara island or the 

ghost island which changed by the Lees into luxury eco-resort 

57b Rachel’s admiration for the culinary genius that made molecular cuisine 

who trained with Chan Yantak  

57c Eleanor’s upset for Grand Duchess Zoya sapphire necklace that Rachel 

wore which belong to Su Yi 

57d Victoria’s conviction to Eleanor that she was lucky for everyone loved 

Rachel who was better than Araminta Lee, however, Rachel did not meet 

the standard for Eleanor 

57e Francesca’s promise to Eleanor that she would get rid of Rachel 

57f A stunning performance from Tracy Kuan while the guests admired from 

the dance floor 

57g Oliver’s effort to lead Kitty Pong to dance with Bernard Tai and convinced 

her that Bernard was the only child with tremendous inheritance 

58 Surprising news about Nick’s past story with Francesca and Amanda 

 58a Conversation between Astrid and Charlie about how wasteful young people 

these days are. 

58b The honesty between Astrid and Charlie about their household problem  



 

 

58c Charlie Wu’s offer toward Astrid to take her to Hong Kong in order to 

investigate the truth about Michael Teo 

58d Conversation between Nick and Colin that Nick was ready to propose 

Rachel  

58e Conversation between Rachel, Sophie, Mandy, and other girls about the 

dinner and the best place to eat 

58f Mandy’s explanation about her past event with Nick to answer Rachel’s 

curiosity 

58g Mandy’s disgust to Francesca and demands from others to get rid of Rachel 

then married with Nick while she left the table 

58h Francesca’s statement about her sexual experience with Nick and Amanda 

which put Rachel into heat 

59 The arrival of Astrid and Charlie in Hong Kong 

 59a Charlie’s request to her head maid Ah Cheh to keep the secrecy of Astrid’s 

existence 

59b Astrid’s admiration to Charlie who helped his maid Ah Cheh to build a 

house and help people 

59c Astrid’s gaze to buildings in Hong Kong while throwback to her past 

experience with Charlie that changed her life 

59d Flashback to Paris, Charlie’s impatience to introduce Astrid with the ‘new 

world’ after they were eighteen years old and far from their parents 

59e Astrid’s admiration for the place where Charlie took her until they arrived 

on a boutique 

59f Charlie’s upset to Astrid who chose to avoid the salesperson who 

underestimated her as the daughter of Harry Leong 

59g Charlie’s responded to the salesperson on the boutique by proving the 

power of their family and taught Astrid what money can do 

60 The conflict between Rachel and Nick at Tyersall Park 

 60a Rachel’s anger and decision to leave Tyersall Park after all the negative 

treatment she got while Nick tried to calm her 

60b The effort from Nick to calm Rachel while explaining that it was his 

mistake on the past when he was very young 



 

 

60c Nick’s apology after Rachel told him everything and seeing how shook 

Rachel was 

60d Rachel’s disappointment to Nick that he did not prepare Rachel before meet 

his family  

60e Nick’s reminder to Rachel that he was not changed and he always loved her 

60f The idea from Nick to entertain Rachel by skipping the tea ceremony and 

go to Cameron Highlands, Malaysia. 

61 Surprising news from Nick to Eleanor about his plan to propose Rachel 

 61a A phone call to Eleanor from Daisy Foo about Sir Ronald Shaw’s woke up 

after six years of coma 

61b Surprising news from Nick to Eleanor that he would propose Rachel while 

they were away for several days 

61c Eleanor’s firmness that Rachel would not be suitable for Nick according to 

Rachel’s family background 

61d Eleanor’s excuse that lineage was important to Su Yi while Rachel was not 

fit for them 

61e The realization that Eleanor’s plan was failed then she would use the last 

option and go to Tyersall Park 

62 Astrid’s effort to find the answer of Michael’s infidelity 

 62a Ah Cheh disappointment for Astrid took the only Yoghurt from excessive 

breakfast that made for her 

62b The driver’s astonishment to Astrid who denied the pickup and chose to go 

on foot 

62c Astrid’s arrival to Wuthering tower and welcomed by one of Charlie’s man 

to take her to pass the security 

62d The investigation results from Mr. Lui one of Charlie’s man to Astrid that 

Michael Teo was in Mong Kok apartment with a girl and a child. 

62e Astrid’s insecurity to meet his husband in his apartment that shown by Mr. 

Lui to find the reason why Michael left her 

62f Michael’s disgust after met with Astrid and her bodyguards 

63 Nick’s candor about his family to Rachel on their trip to Cameron Highland 



 

 

 63a Rachel’s feeling of happiness while Nick took her to miles of uniformly 

planted trees until they pulled over on a beach 

63b Rachel’s first experience to eat Malaysian food nasi lemak using the right 

hand 

63c Rachel’s admiration to Nick who could speak in a different language and 

his generosity to a little boy 

63d Nick’s attitude of downplaying everything that he learned since he was 

young 

63e Nick’s confession to Rachel that he did not know his family’s wealth and 

convinced that the Khoo and Leong were richer than Youngs. 

63f Gratitude from Rachel to Nick for his honesty  

63g Nick’s persuasion for Rachel to go to Cameron Highland immediately   

64 Surprising news for Rachel from Eleanor in Cameron Highland 

 64a Nick’s rush driving to Cameron Highland before dusk with the hope of 

getting a romantic moment to propose Rachel 

64b Nick and Rachel’s arrival at Su Yi’s summer villa located on a small hill 

after they passed Tanah Rata city 

64c Suspicion after Nick saw her mother’s chauffeur before he planned to 

propose Rachel 

64d Conversation between Nick, Rachel, Eleanor, and Su Yi about  Nick’s 

proposal which Su Yi assumed as disturbing news 

64e Su Yi’s statement about Rachel’s family background who were unsuitable 

for them that made Nick and Rachel very annoyed 

64f Nick’s firmness that Sui Yi’s permission did not change his plan to propose 

Rachel 

64g Eleanor’s stunning statement that Rachel’s father did not die but was jailed 

outside Shenzhen 

64h Nick’s fury after listened Su Yi’s statement then followed with Rachel who 

passed out 

65 A shocking confession from Michael Teo to his wife Astrid in Shenzhen 

 65a Stunning statement from Michael that he was lying about everything 

including his affair 



 

 

65b Confusion in Astrid’s mind to digest the statement from Michael 

65c Michael’s inability to fulfill the requirement to be Astrid’s husband and 

prejudice intended to him  

65d Astrid’s restlessness for realizing that her family never invited Michael’s 

family for dinner  

65e Michael’s unpleasure experience when Astrid’s siblings showed to Michael 

Astrid’s earnings and reminded him, he would never control over Astrid 

65f Michael’s cry for begging Astrid to let him go away from her and her 

family 

66 Rachel’s self-isolation on Gohs family’s Villa d’Oro after a miserable event on 

Cameron Highland 

 66a Peik Lin’s effort to entertain Rachel who isolated herself on Gohs’ guest 

room for a week without eating anything 

66b Rachel’s throwback to the event on Cameron Highland where she passed out 

after the miserable news then she insisted to get off from there 

66c Rachel’s request for Nick that she needs to be alone and dropped at a town 

66d Rachel’s decision to stop the hotel payment which Nick paid and used it to 

call a taxi 

66e Back to Villa d’Oro, Phone conversation between Rachel Chu in Villa d’Oro 

and Kerry Chu about Rachel’s disappointment to Kerry who she thought lied 

to her 

66f The Gohs’ excitement when Rachel finally decided to join them on the 

dining room and delivered her gratefulness to them 

66g The announcement by Rachel that she wanted to meet her father in China 

66h Advice from uncle Wye Mun and aunty Neenah to Rachel that it was Nick’s 

mother fault and she needs to meet him to relief his suffer 

67 Broken relationship of Rachel and Nick at Villa d’Oro 

 67a Conversation between Nick and Rachel beside a pool at Villa d’Oro about 

Nick’s feeling of being guilty of Rachel’s pain 

67b The shocking decision from Rachel to Nick that she would meet her father 

on a prison in China 

67c Rachel’s decision to broke up with Nick 



 

 

67d Denial from Nick toward Rachel’s decision which he thought there must be 

another way to solve the problems 

67e Rachel’s firmness to convince Nick that she wanted her children would 

grow among a caring and loving family unlike Nick’s family  

68 Colin’s motivational idea to Nick in order to save Nick’s relationship with Rachel 

 68a Knocks from blue jay bird which woke up Nick who slept on Colin’s house 

a week after he broke up with Rachel 

68b Nick’s regret for did not prepare Rachel before meet with his in power and 

delusive family 

68c Colin’s presence on Sentosa Cove which surprised Nick who thought that 

house was being robbed, he worried about his best friend 

68d Entertaining news from Colin to Nick about embarrassing event when Kitty 

Pong had sex with Bernard Tai and dumpling Alistair 

68e Nick’s sorrow and feeling of guilty about ruining Rachel’s life 

68f Colin’s imagery about Blue jay bird which struggled to pass through a 

bulletproof door to regain Nick’s confidence 

69 Conversation between Astrid and Charlie on a speed boat, Repulse Bay 

 69a Charlie’s effort to entertain Astrid by taking her to sail using 18th century 

pirate ship from Repulse Bay 

69b Conversation between Astrid and Charlie about Astrid’s regret for 

mistreated Michael 

69c Charlie’s point of view that divorce was an ordinary thing nowadays 

69d The conversation about the Leongs family who had rejected Charlie and 

Michael to take control over Astrid 

69e Charlie’s feeling to Astrid that cannot be expressed 

69f The advice from Charlie for Astrid to be herself and not to be divorced with 

Michael 

69g Charlie’s sincerity to help Astrid after she disembarked from the junk by 

raising the value of Michael’s company 

70 Kerry Chu’s presence before Peik Lin and Rachel went to Shenzhen 



 

 

 70a The preparation of Rachel and Peik Lin before a trip to Shenzhen to see 

Rachel’s father 

70b Reconsideration from Peik Lin to Rachel about Rachel’s relationship with 

Nick that Rachel might think again before breaking up 

70c Peik Lin’s question to Rachel whether they really need to meet Rachel’s 

father 

70d Nick’s interception using SUV before Peik Lin and Rachel passed through 

the gate then Kerry Chu appeared from the car 

70e Kerry Chu’s surprising statement that Zhou Fang Min was not Rachel’s 

father 

70f Kerry’s request to Rachel not to go to Shenzhen 

71 The problems that befall Eleanor and her friends 

 71a Carol Tai’s madness for inviting Sister Gracie and a Pentecostal preacher 

from Houston to ‘Star Trek House’ who were smashing the antique goods 

that surprised Eleanor 

71b The effort of Lorena, Eleanor, and Daisy foo to save other antique goods 

from Sister Gracie 

71c The conversation of Eleanor and Nadine who Eleanor thought as a maid 

due to her father-in-law who just woke up from coma wanted them to return 

the money they spent for six years 

71d Francesca’s misfortune after her grandfather recognized her as a prostitute 

from Geylang and stopped her monthly allowance 

71e Eleanor’s sorrow for Nick did not want to talk to her after the event on 

Cameron Highland  

71f Eleanor’s confession that all this time she was positioning Nick to be Su 

Yi’s favorite grandson  

72 The confession of Kerry Chu’s secret about Rachel 

 72a Kerry and Rachel’s alienation in the library while Peik Lin and Nick sat on 

the bar 

72b Kerry Chu’s initiation to tell the real story about her secret started when she 

was fell in love with Zhou Fang Min 



 

 

72c Kerry’s story when she ran away with Zhou and married but never get 

pregnant which made Fang Min’s parents displeased 

72d Kerry’s story of her meeting with Kao Wei who saved her from his husband 

72e Kerry’s story about Fang Min and his parents who were furious when she 

bore a daughter 

72f Kerry’s story when Fang Min’s family planned to harm Rachel in order to 

have the second children 

72g Kerry’s story of her escape from China to the United States by Kao Wei 

and her uncle’s help 

72h Rachel’s regret for Kerry after listening to her story 

73 Rachel’s forgiveness to Nick and let him have the second chance 

 73a The happiness from Peik Lin and Nick after seeing Rachel walk with her 

mother 

73b Nick’s pleasure after Rachel let him joined the plan to enjoy Singapore 

Sling 

73c The arrival of Nick, Rachel, Peik Lin, and Kerry in Marina Bay SkyBar  

73d Conversation between Kerry and Rachel about Nick’s struggle to pick up 

Kerry who was in the United States from Singapore 

73e The romantic moment when Rachel and Nick finally make up 

73f Kerry Chu’s confusion when Nick and Peik Lin debate about which place 

was the best to eat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 3. The author Kevin Kwan’s biography 

Behind the creation of literary artwork, there is an author who holds a big 

role. The writing style, flow of the story, language choice, etc indicates particular 

author for they are unique. Kevin Kwan as the author of Crazy Rich Asians (2013) 

novel, his internal and external factor has influenced the novels he wrote. The novel 

Crazy Rich Asians (2013) itself has been sold for millions of copy and translated 

into 30 languages or more. Besides Crazy Rich Asians (2013) he also wrote its 

sequel namely China Rich Girlfriend (2015) and Rich People Problem (2017).  

Kevin Kwan was born on November 8, 1973. He originally from Singapore 

with a very fortunate upbringing. He grew up in such an extended and intermarried 

family. Kevin Kwan’s great-grandfather is Oh Sian Guang who was a founding 

director of Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation, Singapore’s oldest bank. His 

paternal grandparents were Singapore’s first Western-trained specialist named Sir 

Arthur Kwan Pah Chien M.D., who became knight under Queen Elizabeth II. 

During his childhood in Singapore, Kevin Kwan went to Anglo-Chinese School 

when he was living with his paternal grandparents 

Then he moved to the United States at the age of 11 particularly to Clear 

Lake, Texas. Kevin Kwan has a great desire to live in New York and he loves 

reading F. Scott Fitzgerald and Joan Didion. Kevin Kwan took his Bachelor of Arts 

at the University of Houston-Clear Lake. Then he entered Bachelor of Fine Arts 

(BFA) in Photography at Parsons School of Design in Manhattan. In his early years 

in New York, he worked for Martha Stewart, Andy Warhol’s interview magazine, 

and design firm M&Co. Kevin Kwan established his first creative studio in 2000, 

he has Ted.com, Museum of Modern Art, and The New York Times as his clients. 



 

 

While in 2013 he published a novel entitled Crazy Rich Asians (2013) which was 

inspired by his childhood and become a national and international bestseller.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 4. Data Tabulation of the Terms Race, Milieu, and Moment in 

Kevin Kwan’s Crazy Rich Asians (2013) 

 

No. Terms Sequence Frequency 

1. 

Race 

a) Mainland Chinese 3e, 14a, 14e, 46b, 

46c, 47f, 52b, 

54c, 54d 

9 

b) Singaporean 

Chinese 

1a, 1h, 5g, 8f, 

22b, 27a, 33g, 

41d, 41e, 42d, 

46c, 64e 

12 

c) Real-life Characters 6b, 6f, 6g, 10c, 

13a, 20d, 51h, 7a, 

19b, 38c, 41b, 

41c, 41f 

13 

2. 

Milieu 

a) Physical 

Environment 

1a, 8d, 43a, 17a, 

19b, 19e, 19f, 

23b, 23c, 63b, 

64a, 64b 

12 

b) Social and Political 

Condition 

19a, 45d, 4d, 10f, 

14d, 4e, 4c, 

36e,3a, 4g, 33g 

11 

3. 
Moment 

a) Events 1b, 1e, 1g, 1h, 

24a, 24b 
6 

 


